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The man who introduced me to Bone said that it was as if Charles Schulz and

J.R.R. Tolkien had collaborated and published a comic book. Though I now under-

stand that the comic is more closely inspired by the work of Walt Kelly than Charles

Schulz, at the time I understood the awe and excitement with which the thought was

conveyed. My curiosity was instantly piqued, though I did not understand how two

such seemingly divergent styles would merge. I was soon to discover that, under the

brush of Jeff Smith, they merge seamlessly.

As a literary work Bone is wonderful, with endearing characters, an engaging story

line and an incredible ending. Artistically, it is a masterpiece of the cartoon medium,

with virtuoso artwork and clever compositions. Smith borrows, and improves upon,

many of the visual techniques which have become staples of the cartooning medium.

Thus his work is firmly placed in the history of comics, displaying an appreciation

for earlier works and helping to further define cartooning for later generations. Bone

also represents an important achievement in comics self-publishing, as it has achieved

worldwide renown without its creator ever giving up the rights to any of its content.

Bone tells the story of three cousins: Fone Bone, Phoncible P. Bone, and Smiley

Bone, as they are driven by unexpected circumstances to a small, secluded valley.

They soon become tied up in the strange events happening in there and the mystery

mounts until they find themselves at the center of the magical and military efforts

to save the valley from an ancient and powerful evil. Filled with intrigue and epic
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fantasy, the story has captivated the minds of thousands.

The history of Bone, in our world, is an incredible story of over fifteen years of

successful self-publishing leading to international acclaim. Over the years the comic

has garnered 11 Harvey Awards and 10 Eisner Awards, and was named Best Comic

Book by the National Cartoonists Society, in the United States. It has also won many

international awards in Italy, France, Germany, Spain, Finland and Norway.

The concepts which would become Bone were first born in the early sixties, when,

as a small child Jeff Smith began his obsession with cartoons. In various interviews he

discusses early incarnations of the Bone cousins, and fondly recalls visits to his grand-

mother when he would amuse himself for weeks at a time converting one enormous

stack of paper into countless cartoons with only a pencil and his own imagination.

It wasn’t until his college years that he would resurrect the Bones and put them to

use in a cartoon for his college newspaper: The Lantern, published daily at Ohio

State. In those days the Bone comic strips hinted at the rich fantasy world that lay

in Smith’s future, but it was confined by the restrictions of the format—each strip

had to have a punch-line.

The comic, as it appears now, did not begin publishing until years after Smith left

college. In the intervening period, Smith had helped found an animation studio, and

had considered producing an independent, animated film using the Bone story line.

He became reluctant to pursue this idea after realizing how much money and man-

power it would take to produce. Eventually he turned back to the idea of pursuing

the story of the Bone cousins on the comics page. Around that time he also found out

about Ben Edlund’s The Tick, and the relative accessibility of self-publishing with

comics modern distribution system. Jeff reflects on this discovery: “I could suddenly

do the world of Bone, and I discovered this canvas that was perfect for telling it. It

pulled me away from animation instantly.” Up until that point he had been working

with newspaper syndicates to try to cast Bone once again as a newspaper strip. The
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syndicates felt that it didn’t belong, so in 1991, Smith founded a publishing company

called Cartoon Books and began publishing Bone in the form we know today. 55

issues and 16 years later, Bone is an international success.

Each page of Bone is a testament to the brilliance of Jeff Smith’s artistry. I do

not think there is a single page which could not stand up to an analysis on all the

criteria appropriate to a black and white work of visual art: line, shape and space,

light and value, balance, proportion, etc. In fact, it was quite difficult for me to pick

out particular pages to discuss, and I will only be able to go into brief detail on each

subject. I have tried to pick exceptional examples for each category, and I hope that

I have succeeded.

The quality of Jeff Smith’s line work is crisp and clear. In classic cartooning style,

many forms are surrounded with thick, rounded outlines, with few jagged edges.

Smith’s art style is very reminiscent of Walt Kelly’s Pogo (see figure 1), though he

exhibits many page compositions that break out of the Sunday funnies strip mold,

and which really only work in a comic book. More on this is the section about

composition. In a black and white work this kind of style can tend to feel empty or

incomplete (like an untouched coloring book), or worse yet, become a big jumbled

mess of forms from which it is impossible to distinguish objects or characters.

Smith’s art always looks complete, however. This is due, in part, to his exquisite

sense of detail, which uses many small, well-placed lines to give surfaces recognizable

texture. This detailing is consistent throughout the work, and could be considered

one of Smith’s signature techniques. The other reason why his art works in black and

white is that he is able to manipulate the width of his lines consistently and with

great precision. This gives a physical weight to objects on the page and complements

the sometimes odd shapes of his characters’ features.

Another aspect of the art in Bone which stands out is Jeff Smith’s use of light

and value. Smith does not use any grey scale tones for shading, employing only black
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ink on white paper. Yet each page has a unique tonal structure. For deep shadows

and nighttime scenes, Smith uses large fields of black, broken sometimes by a branch,

some stars, or raindrops, all rendered in solid white. In daytime scenes, he often

employs a multi-layered tonal structure which places a tree or shrub in solid black

in the immediate foreground, the characters rendered normally in the mid-ground,

with a background of more trees, also rendered in the standard fashion, followed by

another layer of solid black tree shapes. (See figure 2 for an example.) This serves

to create depth in otherwise flat compositions and creates a sense of space without

cluttering up the page with excessive detail. Looking at some examples of Pogo strips,

it seems as this shadow-layering technique is another aspect of art that Jeff Smith

inherited from Kelly. In Bone, Smith uses it to great effect.

Another very clever aspect of lighting that occurs in Bone is in the use of line

width to suggest bright sunlight. In one scene, two characters are walking through

the forest on a glorious spring day, and the background is rendered using very thin

lines and sparse outlines. The result of this effect is a page that glows brilliantly

with streams of sunlight that become almost palpable (figure 3). Other examples

of impressive glowing effects occur at key points in the story and help to emphasize

the epic nature of the work. In these instances the line work is similar to dramatic

lighting techniques common to Japanese comics.

In visual arts, its also important to identify how the artist uses line to create

shape and space. Some of these efforts are already mentioned in earlier aspects of

Smith’s work. There is two-page segment that forms a pivotal part of Bone which

shows Smith using frames within his comics panels to create an interesting space.

The excerpt, shown in figure 4, shows one of the Bone cousins, Phoney Bone, in his

first interaction with one of the principle villains. It is a rather mundane sort of day,

and Phoney is unhappily cleaning up the dishes at the Barrel Haven Tavern when the

hooded figure appears in the window behind him. An eerie voice floats in the window,
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and Phoney is taken unawares. At first he reacts with incredulity, then anger, then

outright fear as the sinister figure approaches, scythe in hand. The window in this

sequence is used as a frame within the larger frame of the panel, separating Phoney

and the hooded figure into different planes and enhancing the dream-like quality of

the sequence. Then, with a dramatic sense of finality the hooded figure ends the

dialogue and thrusts its head through the open window, breaking the internal frame

and entering Phoney Bone’s plane. In the next panel, Smiley Bone arrives with more

dirty dishes, snapping Phoney Bone out of his trance. This final panel would leave

the reader to wonder whether the sequence occurred outside of a dream, but for the

forceful intrusion of the hooded figure into Phoney’s space, bringing the event to full

realization.

Comic books, because of their unique history and evolution as an art form, will

always be concerned, on some level or another, with iconography. This is because

of the unique demands placed on comics as a medium to combine visual art and

prose. Will Eisner, in Comics and Sequential Art, proposes that the creation of icons

is the result of any attempt to tell stories with pictures, and that comics is loaded

with iconography, right down to basic character poses. In one illustration of his book

he gives the Egyptian and Chinese characters for “worship” alongside two different

drawings of a man kneeling in prostration—the drawn poses mimicking the ancient

writing with great clarity. For Eisner, iconography in comics is the natural result of

a medium that so consistently blurs the line between image and written word.

In Bone, Smith integrates words artfully and seamlessly with his cartoon drawings.

There are many examples in the work that describe just this effect that Eisner was

attempting to convey. All the text used in the comic is so consistently varied that I

would not be surprised to discover that the entire work is hand-lettered (I have not

been able to ascertain this fact). The lettering in dialogue balloons often changes size,

shape and texture to reflect the emotion of the character who is speaking, with the
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balloons themselves similarly shifting. Some characters, like the mysterious hooded

figure, and certain of the rat creatures, even get their own individual lettering and

balloon rendering style. For the hooded one, the balloon is shaky, seething, uncertain,

rising like a puff of smoke from beneath the hood itself. The end of the balloon remains

as obscured as the mouth that speaks with it.

In places where words are used outside of dialogue balloons, such as with sound

effects, they are so well placed and well-lettered that they integrate completely with

the rest of the visual information in the story. They stand next to characters, float

above heads, sink to the ground, and explode out of objects with ease and clarity,

never interfering with the storytelling. They remind the reader of Jeff Smith’s knowl-

edge of and deep appreciation of the history of comics, and his ability to use those

unique story tools available only to his chosen medium.

In Understanding Comics and Making Comics, Scott McCloud references Eisner’s

earlier work on the subject of iconography, but also proposes that visual elements

common to many comics (panels, word balloons, superimposed text representing

sound effects) all begin to describe a visual language of their own, unique to the

comics medium. For emphasis, he cites the multiplicity of icons found in the pages of

manga, which help to illustrate the emotions of the characters to Japanese readers,

but which can be utterly confounding to the uninitiated American audience.

Jeff Smith has his own unique visual language in Bone which is informed by the

artistic style of Walt Kelly, yet which remains uniquely his. Because Smith embraces

these visual elements of comics so wholeheartedly they become integrated with his

art style instead of standing in opposition to it, and therefore are always welcome

additions to his pages. One of the best uses of iconography found in Bone helps

to describe Fone Bone’s character in a way that would be difficult in other media.

This is the clever use of small hearts in scenes when Fone interacts with Thorn, the

obvious object of his adorable crush. At the end of Fone’s first meeting with Thorn,
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hearts blossom from his word balloon and trail behind him, falling to the ground and

sticking in the melting snow. In later panels hearts can be seeing flying off the top

of Fone’s head and spreading out behind him as he runs. These early, iconographic

features set the tone for the ensuing, sometimes humorous, sometimes embarrassing,

relationship between Fone Bone and Thorn in the rest of the novel.

One interesting aspect of Bone is the iconographic nature of the Bones themselves.

They function as central characters in the work, but are receive considerably less detail

than other characters when they are rendered. They are constructed much more

simplistically, being made up of soft, round shapes of vaguely human proportion.

They wear little to no clothing. Phoney Bone has a T-shirt and Smiley Bone wears a

vest and sometimes a small bowler hat (he also smokes). Fone Bone is always entirely

naked. None of the Bones ever wear pants, except when they are in costumes from

Fone’s dream-rendition of Moby Dick (as the result of a bizarre melding of the dream

world and reality).

Fone Bone’s constant nudity is the butt of a few jokes, the most notable taking

place in an adorably awkward scene with Thorn. Thorn takes Fone down to a spring

to bathe, a fact he only realizes when they arrive at the spring, and she sheds her

clothing. Fone expresses nervousness at having never been skinny dipping before.

Thorn gently pokes fun at him, saying, “Don’t be so nervous! You never wear clothes

anyway!” One explanation for this it really never seemed important to Smith to

change the characters that he had been drawing since he was in kindergarten. He

describes in various interviews how the three Bone cousins and their personalities had

already come together for him by the time he was in third grade.

I believe that the decision to keep the Bone characters simple, however, goes

deeper than just a resistance to change. There must have been something about the

characters that simply worked in the fantasy setting that Smith created for Bone, or

else he would have changed them before using them in such an epic project. This
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aspect of the Bones that just works invokes the influences of Disney and Pogo to a

certain extent, but I think it is most closely described by Scott McCloud in his book,

Understanding Comics.

It was one of the most memorable, and controversial, concepts put forth by Mc-

Cloud in his first book, sometimes referred to as “the masking effect.” It can be

simplified and presented as follows: the more simply a character is rendered in a

work of visual art, the more the reader is able to identify with that character. His

reasoning is that with detailed rendering of characters, the person that the charac-

ter represents becomes more and more specific, until the person that they have the

ability to represent is limited to just one: the character itself. Simple characters,

those rendered with fewer lines and animated only by common expressions and body

language, are less specific and therefore have the ability to represent more people,

allowing more readers to connect. McCloud also hints that a simplified character

may tap into a sort of primitive collective consciousness and become a powerful rep-

resentation of an archetype, in this case: the common man. Much like Campbell’s

Hero With a Thousand Faces. I believe that Fone Bone is an iconographic character

in this sense. He represents the common man that becomes a hero, and because he

is unadorned by clothing or other distinguishing features, he is eminently relatable.

Now that formal and iconographic aspects of Jeff Smith’s art have been dealt with,

an exploration of the narrative techniques which he employs to express his epic story

will follow. This will include issues such as panel layout which share in many aspects

of visual art but which are the more “literary” side of comics, as they are responsible

for communicating all the vital information to the reader.

Because Bone was originally written to be released in single issues, there is an

episodic aspect to the story. However, unlike with many long-running comics, there

are no parts of the story which feel unnecessary or out of place. There is no single

place that you can point to within the pages and say “The story begins in earnest
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here.” From the very beginning, there are plot elements which are vital to the over-

arching story line.

I suspect that this consistent level of quality has to do with the fact that Smith was

self-publishing and could not afford to waste any space in his issues on throw-away

material. Unlike mainstream hero comics with years of dedicated readership behind

them, there was no guarantee that anyone would buy Bone when it first began. In

many interviews, Jeff Smith reveals that it would have been too hopeful for him at

the time to expect Bone to do anything but flop when he first released it. He had no

choice but to make the early issues as brilliant as possible to be able to publish the

rest of the story.

The panel layout choices that Smith makes are subtle, but effective. His panels

remain rectangular throughout the work, their borders consistently thin, and never

ornate. Similarly, the changes in panel layout from page to page are rarely drastic,

choosing not to draw attention to themselves until it really counts—when Smith drops

in a gloriously rendered splash page.

The larger effect of this strategy of hiding the panel structure is to promote the

story, immersing the reader in the fantasy world rather than taking the reader out

of the page and reminding him or her that they are reading a comic book. Smith

celebrates the comic medium not through form, but through content. Scott McCloud

has a word for people like this: animist. Those who choose to portray moving stories

and use all the tools available to them to do so. This label is as opposed to other

categories, such as the formalists, of which McCloud considers himself a part, who

use their stories to experiment with comics’ form and to manipulate its unique visual

language.

The only time that Smith breaks with the animist model is in rendering dream

sequences. When these sequences occur, the usual panel structure changes, and the

story is told in long, thin horizontal panels which are superimposed across two com-
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pletely black panels in the background. The effect of which is to make the reader

acutely aware of the panel as an object, separating him or her from the story at

hand. This separation communicates with clarity that a dream sequence is taking

place, without having to resort to strange squiggly borders or other such nonsense.

This is especially important in Bone because all the dream sequences in the story are

very serious and highly symbolic in nature. In dreams, the heroes confront aspects of

themselves that they do not wish to face in conscious thought, or have long forgotten.

Smith’s clever use of paneling allows these types of sequences to happen.

With a combination of luck, perseverance and incredible talent on the part of Jeff

Smith, Bone has become a legend. Since the final issue was written and drawn in

2004, Bone has remained in the public eye. First it was reprinted and marketed as an

epic graphic novel in Bone: The One Volume Edition. Then Scholastic launched its

new imprint, Graphix, with the release of a full-color edition of Out From Boneville,

the first part of the story. The entire series is now in the process of being colored and

re-released in nine separate volumes, aimed at a new generation of readers. Smith is

currently living out a childhood dream of sorts, as he is working with Fantagraphics

Books to design a new series collecting Walt Kelly’s Pogo. I am sure we can expect

more wonderful comics projects from him in the future. He once described his career

choice by saying that all kids draw cartoons, and that he simply hadn’t grown out of

it yet. I think, in the end, we are better off that he hasn’t.
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Figure 1: A famous strip from Walt Kelly’s Pogo
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Figure 2: Shadow layering to create space in Bone
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Figure 3: Manipulation of line width to create lighting effects.
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Figure 4: The Hooded One confronts Phoney Bone
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